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One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Tyrannical Nurse
Ratched rules her ward in an Or. .

While the average breadwinner was returning to a suburban living room lit up with Father Knows He finds a
friend in McMurphy, who's able to voice his opinions for him. His struggle to help them realize their
individuality results in his own mental decay and he is ultimately destroyed. If you see something that doesn't
look right, contact us! Imperfections are looked down upon and I loved it. Pete Bancini: Bancini suffered brain
damage at birth but managed to hold down simple jobs, such as a switch operator on a lightly-used railroad
branch line , until the switches were automated and he lost his job, after which he was institutionalized. This
motivates him to begin working to save the other inmates on the ward and transfer some of his high spirit into
them. McMurphy constantly antagonizes Nurse Ratched and upsets the routines of the ward, leading to
endless power struggles between the inmate and the nurse. The first night McMurphy is in the ward, Bromden
dreams Blastic is hung by his heel and sliced open, spilling his rusty visceral matter. With few exceptions,
they are there voluntarily, a fact that angers McMurphy when he first learns of it, then later causes him to feel
further pity for the patients, thus further inspiring him to prove to them they can still be strong despite their
seeming willingness to be weak. We are in the 21st century and someone is calling this garbage?? The inmates
are controlled and mechanized; the laughter suggests personality, which would break down this order.
However, we do not live in a perfect world, we live in a world with many imperfections. The Japanese Nurse:
The nurse in charge of the upstairs disturbed ward, for violent and unmanageable patients. Citation
Information. The Chronics and acutes. First of all, and I mean this from the bottom of my heart: a book that is
banned from libraries has a place on my bookshelf. He is the only other non-vegetative patient confined to the
ward by force aside from McMurphy and Bromden; the rest can leave at any time. McMurphy persuades one
of the women to seduce Billy Bibbit, a timid, boyish patient with a terrible stutter and little experience with
women, so he can lose his virginity. By doing so, he also sees a means of escape for himself. A film
adaptation , starring Jack Nicholson , and co-produced by Michael Douglas was released in  For the most part,
this took place during the Eisenhower administration.


